
 


Mastery Golf Performance: Assistant /Full Time Coach 

OVERVIEW 

Mastery Golf Performance is an indoor golf studio specializing in golf instruction on 
Hilton Head Island, SC lead by one of the top ranked coaches in the country. Our 
facility targets dedicated golfers looking to take their games to the next level. MGP 
opened late April of 2022 and will already be expanding our space due to demand. We 
currently offer 3 hitting bays, soon to be 6, with the potential to be 7. Our studio offers 
Trackman, Foresight, Swing Cat, Boditrak, Capto, and video technology in each of our 
bays. We also have a putting green, short game area, and entertainment space. We 
offer instructional and practice programs to our 120+ members.


ESSENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES  

MGP is looking for an additional Assistant Teaching Professional that will ideally 
become a Full-Time coach after certification. We have tiers for our coaches based on 
experience, certification process, and need at the studio. We’re looking for dedicated, 
passionate, and hungry coaches looking to become the best golf coaches in the 
industry! The ideal candidate must demonstrate a willingness to constantly learn, 
improve, and grow in all aspects. They should also provide excellent customer service, 
quality instruction, and strong time management/multi-tasking skills. You will also prep 
monthly reports, setup and breakdown daily, and help with private events. 
Interpersonal skills will be crucial for the candidates success as they’ll be dealing with 
our large member base and be a crucial piece in growing that membership. This 
opportunity would allow a hard working coach to make over $100k eventually as they 
move through our certification levels. Daily responsibilities will be sent to those 
interested in the position.




EXPERIENCE/REQUIREMENTS 

● 2+ years of coaching experience

●Strong interpersonal skills, hard work ethic, drive to be the best coach possible

●Time under a “top ranked coach” a plus

●Developmental junior golf experience

● Group programming experience

● Club fitting experience a plus

●Experience/Certifications with a wide variety of technologies


COMPENSATION 

●Coaching compensation (varies as your progress at MGP)

●  Academy Assistant (3-9 months): Hourly 

●  Academy Assistant & Certified Instructor: Hourly then percentage of lessons

●Certified Instructor: Percentage tier

●Master Instructor: Improved percentage tier

●Director of Instruction/Academy Partner (the goal)

●Est. comp range $23,000-$140,000+ with growth potential depending on volume.


APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS 

1. Cover Letter

2. Resume

3. Letters or Recommendation

4. Links to Video’s Produced Regarding Coaching/Tips


If interested in the position, please send requested materials to 
info@masterygolfperformance.com


We will get back successful first-round applicants to have a more in depth 
conversation soon. Thanks for your interest in the position.
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